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Setting:  physics lab 
Particpants: IS5 (female, black shirt), S1 (female, striped 
shirt) 
 
Xxx IS5: (where is your error)? 
Xxx  ((unclear))  
Xxx  errors right= 
Xxx S1: =ok 
Xxx IS5:  (if you don’t have your errors)  
xxx  (how do you tell if) momentum is conserved or not? 
Xxx  like uh- ((walks towards the blackboard)) 
Xxx  this is the equation for ((unclear))- 
Xxx  after, (this over that) is conserved 
Xxx  ((walks away)) ((unclear)) 
Xxx  ((something about errors???)) 
Xxx  ((walks back and does check marks signs???)) 
 
 
 
 
 
